
m stress and anxiety
Introduction
In standardT, you learnt about the meaning of stress and anxiety and the
situations that may lead to stress and anxiety. In this unit, you will leam
about the importance of managing stress to avoid its effects.

Activities
Activity 1 Discussing the importance of managing stress and

anxiety
1 In groups, brainstorm and discuss the following:

a. the importance of managing stress and anxiety

b. how managing stress and anxiety can make someone avoid
contracting STIs including HIV and AIDS

2 Report your work to the class for discussion.

3 In groups, role play one of the following situations:
. how managing stress and anxiety make someone avoid risky

behaviour like drug and alcohol abuse
. how managing stress can help someone have interest in school
. how managing stress can make someone live a happy life

4 Discuss the role plays and lessons learnt.

Actiaity 2 Discussing the effects of stress and anxiety
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L Discuss with the teacher the effects of stress and anxiety.

2 In groups, copy and complete the future's wheels below on effects of
stress and anxiety. One example has been worked out for you.
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3 Present and display your work on the classroom walls.
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Actiztity 3 Demonstrating how to manage stress and anxiety
1 Discuss with the teacher the ways of managing stress and anxiety.
2 In groups, role play the following ways of managing stress and anxiety:

a. after hard work, one should take enough rest

b. guidance and counselling after having been stressed

c. doing physical exercise

3 Discuss the lessons learnt from the role plays and lessons learnt.

Summary
It is important to manage stress and anxiety because it makes you avoid
risky behaviours and makes you live a happy life. Stress and anxiety can
have negative effects on you such as depressiory dropping out of school
and even commit suicide. Stress and anxiety can be managed through
doing physical exercises, having enough rest and having a positive attitude
to problems.

Review exercise
1, Explain the importance of managing stress and anxiety.

2 Mention any four effects of stress and anxiety.

3 Explain any three ways of managing stress and anxiety.

Glossary
anxiety : troubled feeling in the mind caused by fear and uncertainty

about the future

stress : pressure or worry resulting from mental or physical distress;
difficult circumstances
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Peaceful conflict resolution

lntroduction
In StandardT, you learnt that conflicts are misunderstandings or

disagreements between and among people. These occur as people live

together in the community, school or home. You also learnt about some of

the causes of conflicts and how to resolve them. In this unif you will learn

about the importance of resolving conflicts peacefully and the effects of not

resolving them peacefully.

Activities
Actiztity 1 Discussing the importance of resolving conflicts

peacefully
L Discuss with the teacher conflicts that you experienced at home and

school.
2 In groups, discuss the importance of resolving conflicts peacefully'
3 Report your work to the class for discussion.
4 Individually, compose and recite poems on the importance of resolving

conflicts peacefully.
5 Discuss the messages in the poems.

Actioity 2 Demonstrating how to resolve conflicts peacefully

1 Narrate stories about how conflicts discussed in Activity 1 were
resolved.

2 In groups, discuss how to resolve any of the following conflicts
peacefully:

a. scramble for new desks or books

b. snatching somebody's food

c. fighting over land

d. quarrelling over gender inequality

3 Report your work to the class for discussion.

4 In groups, role play the situations discussed in step 2 above.

5 Discuss the role plays and lessons learnt.
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Actiztity 3 Discussing the effects of not resolving conflicts
peacefully
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Narrate stories from your experiences on the effects of not resolving
conflicts peacefully.

In groups, discuss the effects of not resolving conflicts peacefully.

Report your work to the class for discussion.

Individually, copy and complete the table below. An exantple has been
done for vou.
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Possible cause of conflict Possible effects

Forced marriage School dropout

Discrimination in school

Prejudice

Religious differences

Drug and alcohol abuse

lllness

Boy-girl relationship

Cultural differences

Violation of human rights



5 In groups, identify situations from the table in step 4 and explain how
they can lead to contraction and spread of HIV.

5 Report your findings to the class for discussion.

Summary
It is important to resolve conflicts peacefully. Resolving conflicts peacefully
can be done through the processes of arbitration, mediation and
negotiation. If not peacefully resolved, conflicts may have damaging
effects to you and the community as a whole. Some of the effects of not
resolving conflicts peacefully are school drop-ouf violation of human
rights, destruction of property, contraction of HIV and violence which may
Iead to loss of life.

Review exercise
L Explain any two reasons why it is important to resolve conflicts

peacefully.

2 Explain the meanings of the following terms

a. arbitration

b. mediation

c. negotiation

3 Explain any three ways of resolving conflicts peacefully.

4 FIow can forced marriages lead to contraction and spread of HIV and
AIDS?

Glossary
conflict : serious disagreemen! argument

peaceful conflict resolution : bringing an end to a disagreement or
argument through peaceful means
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Decision making and problem
solving

lntroduction
In life, you meet a lot of situations that require you to solve problems and
make decisions in order to avoid negative consequences on your health and
social life. Therefore, you need to make right decisions. In this unif you
will leam about how good decision making skills can help you solve
problems in everyday life.

Activities
Actiztity 1 Discussing how decision making and problem

solving skills can be used when solving problems
L In groups, read the story below and answer the questions that follow.

Chimwemwe ond Victorio's exper'tence

Chimwemwe ond Victorio were two hoppy twin sisters. They
grew up in o loving home. At the oge of ten, their porents, Mr.
ond Mrs Tovwirone divorced. Their fqther morried another
womon oyea? loter. At this point, the lives of Chimwernwe ond
Victorio become miseroble. Their stepmother mode them work
for long hours without odeguote rest. They werebeaten up for



no good reosons. At times, fhey were sent to bed on empty
stomochs. Their ottendonce of school become irregulor ond
their performonce storted going down.

Questions
a. In groups, using the steps for decision making and problem solving:

i. identify the problem in the case study

ii. suggest ways of solving the problem amicably

2 Report your work to the class for discussion.

Actiztity 2 Discussing consequences of making rushed
decisions when resolving problems

1 In groups, discuss the consequences of making rushed decisions when
resolving problems in the following situations:

a. young boys and girls involved in sexual relationships and agreeing to
have unprotected sex

b. two boys fighting because one of them has stolen his friend's exercise
book

c. a school boy and girl have dropped out of school because their
parents have just passed away

d. a family decides to steal food from their neighbour due to hunger

2 Report your work to the class for discussion.

3 In groups, take one situation from step 1 above and discuss how that
sifuation may lead to contraction of HIV.

4 Report your work to the class for discussion.

Actiaity 3 Demonstrating situations depicting well
thoughout decisions when solving problems

1 In groups, role play well thought out decisions in the following
situations:

a. a poor couple that is forcing their 13 year old girl to drop out of
school and get married

b. a boy who is being constantly teased by friends that he does not have
a girl-friend



c. a school girl who is thinking of dropping out of school because her
parents are poor

2 Discuss the role plays and lessons learnt.

Summary
In life you meet a lot of situations that require you to solve problems and
make decisions. In order for you to avoid unnecessary health and social
problems, you need to make informed decisions. This will also help you to
avoid contracting HIV.

Review exercise
1 Explain the steps to follow when resolving problems.

2 \Alhat will be the consequences of not making well thought out
decisions?

3 Explain how you would solve the problem of stealing each others'
property.

4 Describe how decision making and problem solving skills can prevent
one from contracting HIV.

Glossary
consequence : the result (positive or negative) of something
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Self esteem and assertiveness

lntroduction
ln StandardT, you learnt the factors that promote self esteem,
characteristics of people with low or high self esteem, the importance of
assertiveness and how high self esteem can promote assertiveness. In this
unit, you will learn about the importance of having high self esteem and
assertiveness, factors that can destroy self esteem and assertiveness, and
ways of rebuilding self esteem. You will also practise assertiveness and
high self esteem in different situations and how these two skills would help
you prevent contracting HIV.

Activities
Activity 1- Discussing the importance of having high self

esteem and assertiveness
1 In groups, discuss the meanings of the terms 'self esteem' and

'assertiveness'.

2 Report your work to the class for discussion.

3 In groups, discuss the importance of having high self esteem and being
assertive.

4 Report your work to the class for discussion.

5 In groups, discuss how high self esteem and assertiveness would help
you prevent contracting HIV.

7 Report your work to the class for discussion.

Actioity 2 Identifying factors that can destroy self esteem
and assertiveness

L In your groups/ do the following:

a. review the factors that can promote self esteem which you learnt in
Standard 7.

b. narrate experiences or situations in which you felt that your self
esteem and assertiveness were destroyed

2 Report your findings to the class for discussion.
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Actioity 3 Discussing ways of rebuilding self esteem and
assertiveness

1 In groups, study the following illustrations and discuss what you think
about:

a. how the girl's self esteem would be affected by what she says

b. how the boy's self esteem would be affected by what the girl says

c. how the boy's self esteem would be affected by what he says

d. how the girl's self esteem would be affected by what the boy says
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2 Report your work to the class for discussion.

3 In groups, study the following illustrations and discuss what you think
about:

a. how assertive the girl in illustration (e) is

b. how assertive the boy in illustration (f) is

c. the possible reasons for the girl and boy to say 'no' to the demands

d. discuss what the girl should do to achieve her goal and prevent
herself from contracting STIs including HIV and AIDS
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Report your work to the class for discussion.

In groups, discuss the ways of rebuilding self esteem and assertiveness.
Report your work to the class for discussion.



Activity 4 Demonstrating situations that depict high self
esteem and assertiveness

L Get a piece of paper and stick it at your back with the help of your
partner.

2 Write on the piece of PaPer, at the back of each learner, one good
comment about the owner of the PaPer.

3 Take the paper from your back and read out to the class the comments
which others have written about you.

4 Discuss what you feel about the comments that others have written
about you.

5 In your groups, role play the following situations depicting high self
esteem and assertiveness.

a. You are in the netball/footba[ team at your school. You have played
three games with neighbouring schools and you won the matches.
You are now preparing to play with the most difficult team in your
district. Role play how you would show your assertiveness and self
esteem in preparing to play with this difficult team.

b. You have been doing well in class throughout the year. Now, you are
preparing for final examinations. Demonstrate a situation depicting
your high self esteem and assertiveness.

c. You have passed national examinations with good grades. Your
parents have prepared a party and some gifts for you. Demonstrate
your assertiveness and self esteem.

d. There have been series of elections for school prefects. Finally, you
have been elected as a school headgirl. Demonstrate your high self
esteem and assertiveness.

e. Role play asituation depicting how higkr self esteem and
assertiveness would be used to avoid contracting HIV'

6 Discuss the role plays and lessons learnt.

Summary
It is important for you to have high self esteem. This will help you to be
enthusiistic, optimistic, ambitious and cooperative. You also need to be
assertive in order to achieve your goals and avoid gontracting Hlv.
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